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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 3 Nov 2013 15:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE has been described many times before. Very adequate, with excellent facilities. My first visit
upstairs to the second floor, where I gratefully found a shower with an agreeable temperature!
Nowhere to leave belongings though, no chair, so had to deposit on the floor in the bathroom
alcove. Curiously, although there was a shower in the room, there was a little side-entrance, with a
locked bathroom with security code.

The Lady:

Lucy is more than aptly described on the site. Her “youth” is evident, and she claims to be 21,
which I could believe. Slim sporting an enhanced 34D-cup bust She has lovely soft skin, perfectly
manicured nails and the softest of lips to kiss. Her lush long blonde hair has extensions, but is
delightful to run your hands through. A true treasure. The unfortunate feature is the Scouce accent!

The Story:

For a start, it has to be stated that Lucy is yet again, one of the most outstanding ladies GFE have
on their rotor. Having recently experienced some rather middle-of-the-road encounters there as of
late, this was a refreshing and invigorating experience. Lucy’s conduct throughout was sublime and
provided the type of service that I truly desired. Lately, I have relished the rather haughty Olivia and
the slightly eccentric Kendal, but was seeking a rather closer approximation of “GFE”, as the
aforementioned, “tried” too much, in my opinion. Not unpleasant by any stretch, but both were
clearly seeking to push things onwards and almost ensure that an everlasting impression was
made. The more quieter type, less assertive lady, was deliciously found in Lucy.
Personally, punting now is not only the sex and the release of tension. A closer, more tender
experience is required, where expectations are not raised and the “flow” is not forced. With Lucy,
that naturalness was perceived. “Authentic” is possibly the best adjective I can attribute to Lucy.
Do not miss-understand me, Lucy’s sexual skills were amongst the best I have had for some time.
Her excellent oral skills achieved a thrilling CIM completion without too much trouble. Admirably,
and without doubt, Lucy’s most attractive asset, was her dedication, enthusiasm and sheer
industriousness to accomplish the second climax. Her relentless, energetic and sheer persistence
with an aging man and flagging ability was incomparable. I rarely go for hour-long sessions now,
since my stamina and verve rarely sustain beyond this, but Lucy’s skills, specifically her exquisite
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oral technique, was more than enough to revive and breathe life into some tired bones. For this
alone, Lucy should be given the highest plaudits.
However, for me, the chance to simply hold this lady, kiss and fondle, and talk quietly and listen,
and “couple” with her was the best element to the encounter. There was no rush, no expectation to
switch from one thing to another and certainly no refusal to where the next stage should go. It is
slightly ironic to even claim that there was a youthful innocence to Lucy, as this is clearly not the
case in her sexual services, as she demonstrated some considerable talent in these areas.
My major niggle with Lucy, and I have to admit, this is being extremely picky in the upmost, but
something for her to consider, is when performing oral, she does rest her elbow on your thigh,
which can dig in and be slightly uncomfortable. This meant I had to shift and force a change in
position at times, but contrary to this, I would put this to her concentration and utter willingness to
focus attentively on the task in hand.
Lucy is not an initiator of actions. She is willing to participate, but does need guidance. Although this
is not a problem, she has not been in the industry enough to learn how to perform too mechanically
and slip out the well-known tricks and traits of the trade. Hence, my reference to her seeming
innocence, elusive as this statement is.
In brief, an excellent, outstanding punt, and one I would highly recommend. I can easily see how
Lucy can become addictive. I suspect though, from her coherent conversation, that she may leave
the profession well before she becomes jaded and disillusioned with the many ungrateful folk out
there. In that regard, I would recommend experiencing this wonderful lady before it takes a toll on
her. She has aspirations and ambitions, and listening to these was delightfully refreshing. An
absolute must.
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